Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 4: Unit 31

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
5. at any time
6. annoy
8. seven, for example
11. It reflects an image.
12. the person in charge
16. middle
17. near the North Pole or South Pole
18. It is equal in value to ten dimes.
21. someone who betrays a trust
24. mistake
25. the season after spring
26. It makes food taste sweet.
27. to go into
28. flag
29. a long, flowing body of water

Down
1. work
2. one who plays a role in a play or movie
3. a body temperature above normal
4. one who begs for a living
7. a helpful act
9. engine
10. A thumb is one.
13. a chart that shows days, weeks, and months
14. expert
15. a light rain
16. the cloth around the neck of a garment
19. liked by many
20. something that blocks passage
22. People with a bad ___ often express anger.
23. one trained to treat illnesses
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